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THE NEWEST HERO IN THE DC UNIVERSE STARTS IN HIS OWN SERIES!
WHAT’S INSIDE

DC UNIVERSE 7

Mary Bromfeld has been chosen as the new champion of Shazam! Will she embrace the power? Find out in The New Champion of Shazam, Mary Marvel’s first solo miniseries by up-and-coming comic writer Jose Campbell and acclaimed artist Evan “Doc” Shaner! Arthur Curry and Jackson Hyde join forces as the protectors of the Seven Seas in the thrilling new Aquamen series by writers Chuck Brown and Brandon Thomas with stunning art by Sami Basri.

AQUAMEN 8

The secrets Arthur Curry has been keeping—from Atlantis, the surface, Mera, and even his partner Jackson Hyde—will set off a chain reaction from which the DCU might never recover! The explosive new chapter of the Aquaman mythos starts in the ongoing Aquamen by Eisner-Award-winning writer Chuck Brown, celebrated DC Future State writer Brandon Thomas, and fan-favorite artist Sami Basri!

COLLECTED EDITIONS & ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVELS 18

The Green Lantern: Legacy creative team of writer Minh Lê and artist Andy Tong bring back Tai Pham in an action-packed sequel! Green Lantern: Alliance. When a string of fires pop up around Coast City, Tai finds himself stretched thin as he struggles to keep up until a new hero, Kid Flash, shows up on the scene with an offer to help. Can the heroes find the arsonist before it’s too late? Don’t miss a new deluxe Doth hardcover edition from Newbery Medal-winning writer Neil Gaiman featuring the solo adventures of the fan-favorite character from The Sandman. Stock up now before the new Netflix series debuts.

MILESTONE 21

Celebrate Black History Month with an all-new Milestones in History one-shot and the Static Season One hardcover collection featuring the complete series that introduced the most electrified teen hero ever to a new generation, written by Vita Ayala and featuring the stunning art of Nikolas Draper-Ivey and ChrisCross.

## DC’S RATINGS LABELS

- **DC**: Intended for readers ages 10+
- **GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR KIDS**: Intended for readers ages 8-12
- **GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR YOUNG ADULTS**: Intended for readers ages 13+
- **MATURE CONTENT**: Intended for readers ages 17+
- **DC’S BLACK LABEL**: Intended for mature readers 17+
- **INTENDED FOR READERS AGES**: Age recommendations
- **ONE VARIANT COVER**: 1:15
- **TWO VARIANT COVERS**: 1:25
- **THREE VARIANT COVERS**: 1:50
- **FOUR VARIANT COVERS**: 1:75
- **MATURE CONTENT**: 1:100

## VARIANT COVERS & CONTENT CODE KEY

- **ONE VARIANT COVER**: 1:15
- **TWO VARIANT COVERS**: 1:25
- **THREE VARIANT COVERS**: 1:50
- **FOUR VARIANT COVERS**: 1:75

### DC UNIVERSE

**#120**

Written by **JOSHUA WILLIAMSON**

Art and cover by **JORGE MOLINA**

Backup script and art by **KARL KERSCHL**

Variant cover by **FRANCESCO MATTINA**

1:25 variant cover by **DAI HIPP**

ON SALE 2/1/22

"Abyss" part three! The new Batman Inc.’s heinous crimes have landed them in a high-security prison. Batman believes the only way to help his old allies is to break them out...but they don’t want his help! Meanwhile, Batman Inc.’s mysterious benefactor uses the chaos to enact their plans, but finds themselves lost in the dark against Abyss!

Backup: The mysterious disappearances being investigated by Maps and Batman take a violent turn...Could this missing persons case be something much darker?
Psycho-Pirate! Qu’est-ce que c’est? The mind manipulations of one of the DCU’s most calamitous villains are revealed at the heart of Arkham Tower…but who’s really calling the shots? As Batwoman’s undercover operation takes a disastrous turn, Huntress finds her own mission inside the Tower growing more perilous by the moment! All is revealed in this explosive first chapter in act two of the “Shadows of the Bat” weekly event!

Then, in “House of Gotham” part five, the Boy emerges from his Scarecrow caper with a new perspective on the world…but what’s scarier: Dr. Crane’s fear toxins, or Batman’s control of Gotham’s militarized youth?

“His hold is breaking!” That’s the message written in blood across the minds of Arkham Tower’s inhabitants, after a nightmare melee is unleashed! With Gotham’s deadliest criminals reverting to their former, murderous selves in one horrific night, Dr. Wear has a lot of explaining to do…and a lot of covering up to perform. Can Nightwing get to the bottom of this mystery before the people of Arkham Tower are put in peril again? Plus, Batman’s iron grip on Gotham is enough to drive the desperate to madness…and madness is on the mind of the Boy in part six of “House of Gotham.” When an average night at coat check at the Iceberg Lounge turns into a violent battle royal between the Dark Knight and the Penguin, lines are blurred, people are hurt, and the Boy’s descent into a life of crime deepens...
War in the streets! As Dr. Wear desperately tries to keep his plans for Arkham Tower from crumbling, a major drug deal gone bad puts the nervous doc in the sights of both the Party Crashers and the Penguin! The list of people very badly wanting to kill Dr. Wear grows, and Nightwing is on the precipice of cracking the whole scheme wide open! But with the maniacal Party Crashers waging war against the Bat-Family across Gotham, Dick must choose between helping a tower full of villains and helping his family!

Then, it's Knightfall in Gotham during part seven of "House of Gotham," as the Boy (growing into a man before our eyes) runs afoul of an uber-violent, unhinged Azrael Batman! This latest conflict pushes Gotham's most vulnerable into madness, and one man's rogues gallery reveals itself as another man's salvation.

DETECTIVE COMICS #1054
It's Nightwing versus Psycho-Pirate in the grand finale of "Shadows of the Bat" act two of three! As Gotham's elite gather to celebrate the formal opening of Arkham Tower, Dr. Wear's secret weapon is more unhinged than ever, and the storm clouds of disaster gather above the city's monument to reform! The Party Crashers, the Bat-Family, Penguin's forces, and a tower full of innocent civilians and villainous patients converge in the chapter you'll need to see to believe! Spoiler alert: not everyone makes it out alive!

Every story has two sides, and as much as Batman has reached out his hand through the darkness to try to help the Boy, there are too many hands in the shadows of Gotham pulling in the other direction. The finale of act two of "House of Gotham" poses a stark choice: live with the family you know, or betray everything you've learned to be true!
Mary Bromfield has always struggled to determine who she is outside her family...kinda hard to do when you're all superheroes! Now, after Billy Batson's heroic sacrifice, the power of Shazam has vanished, and she's been left powerless.

Most heroes would be distraught, but not Mary. It's finally time for a voyage of self-discovery as she prepares for her freshman year of college and a civilian life. But nothing is ever truly normal for this young hero, because she's just been chosen as the new champion of Shazam! (At least according to a talking rabbit sent by her estranged brother Billy.) Will she embrace the power? Or will it die alongside this world's hope of survival against the mysterious magical forces waiting to take control?

Find out in Mary's first solo miniseries, brought to you by up-and-coming comics writer Josie Campbell (Future State: Green Lantern) and fan-favorite Shazam! artist Evan “Doc” Shaner (Strange Adventures, Convergence: Shazam!)

Written by Josie Campbell
Art and cover by Evan "Doc" Shaner
Variant by Joshua Middleton
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 1 of 4 |
$4.99 US Variant (Card stock)
ON SALE 2/22/22

Mary Bromfield has always struggled to determine who she is outside her family... kinda hard to do when you're all superheroes! Now, after Billy Batson's heroic sacrifice, the power of Shazam has vanished, and she's been left powerless.

Most heroes would be distraught, but not Mary. It's finally time for a voyage of self-discovery as she prepares for her freshman year of college and a civilian life. But nothing is ever truly normal for this young hero, because she's just been chosen as the new champion of Shazam! (At least according to a talking rabbit sent by her estranged brother Billy.) Will she embrace the power? Or will it die alongside this world's hope of survival against the mysterious magical forces waiting to take control?

Find out in Mary's first solo miniseries, brought to you by up-and-coming comics writer Josie Campbell (Future State: Green Lantern) and fan-favorite Shazam! artist Evan “Doc” Shaner (Strange Adventures, Convergence: Shazam!)

Written by Josie Campbell
Art and cover by Evan "Doc" Shaner
Variant by Joshua Middleton
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 1 of 4 |
$4.99 US Variant (Card stock)
ON SALE 2/22/22
AQUAMEN #1

Written by CHUCK BROWN and BRANDON THOMAS
Art by SAMI BASRI
Cover by TRAVIS MOORE
Variants by KAELE NGU and NICK ROBLES
1:25 ratio variant cover by JIM LEE and SCOTT WILLIAMS
Black History Month variant cover by ALEXIS FRANKLIN
ON SALE 2/22/22

Dive deeper following the thrilling conclusions of Aquaman: The Becoming and Black Manta!

When a terrorist in Middle America is revealed as an Atlantean sleeper agent seemingly gone rogue, the Aquamen—Arthur Curry and Jackson Hyde—are on the case. But it soon becomes clear that the tragedy was not just a single bad actor, but the beginnings of a much larger and more dangerous chain reaction...and the heart of an explosive Atlantean conspiracy! If Arthur’s not careful, the secrets he’s keeping—from Mera, Tula, Tempest, Atlantis, the surface, and even Jackson—could cause a rift from which the Aquamen might never recover!
Introducing the newest hero in the DCU, the great sage, equal to the heavens, better than his predecessor the legendary Monkey King, even better than the Justice League—and definitely the Teen Titans—(actually, all the heroes combined), everyone put your hands together for...the Monkey Prince!

Marcus Sun moves around a lot because his adoptive parents are freelance henchpeople, so this month he finds himself as the new kid at Gotham City High School, where a mysterious man with pig features asks Marcus to walk through a water curtain to reveal himself as who Marcus really is...someone who has adventured through *The Journey to the West*, can transform into 72 different formations, can clone himself using his hairs, and is called...the Monkey Prince!

**MONKEY PRINCE #1**

Written by GENE LUEN YANG
Art and cover by BERNARD CHANG
Variant by STANLEY “ARTGERM” LAU
1:25 variant by DUSTIN NGUYEN
1:50 variant by JEFF MATSUDA
Team variant by ZAO DAO
$3.99 US | 32 pages
ON SALE 2/1/22
The attacks begin without warning. Brutal, sudden...cannibalistic. A metahuman with all the power of Superman but none of his humanity. An unstoppable being ruled only by hunger and instinct, striking at random across the world.

To stop this threat, Harley Quinn, Peacemaker, Captain Boomerang, and King Shark have been assigned to corral, nursemaid, and if necessary execute five deadly new recruits: the expendable products of a secret government procedure called BLAZE. They're ordinary prisoners, endowed with incredible power...and the certain knowledge that it'll burn through them like wildfire. They have six months to live, maximum. If you're staring down life in prison, maybe that's a good deal—especially if you're Michael Van Zandt, desperate to reunite with the mad lover who forsook you after your Bonnie-and-Clyde crime spree.

But that power? It's surprisingly transferable. As each member of the Squad dies...the others get stronger. What would a hardened criminal do with that knowledge? Worse yet: What would a desperate, lovesick idiot do with it? One thing's certain: this time the Suicide Squad's bitten off more than it can chew. Win or lose—they all burn.

Simon Spurrier and Aaron Campbell, the creative team behind the critically acclaimed John Constantine: Hellblazer, have been turned loose on the one DC title even more horrific and blackhearted than that one! We suggest you brace yourselves...
Ahhhh! Can you smell that? Love is in the air again, and we’re here to warm your heart and brighten your soul with eight timeless tales of... weird love? Sorry, hold on, I just need to read that again. Yup, that says weird love. Well, all right. Looks like we’ve got stories of a love as old as Jurassic time on Dinosaur Island, a bromance between Peacemaker and his eagle sidekick Eagly, and a first date you never saw coming. Oh wow, these really do sound sweet and heartwarming! So c’mon, let your freak flag fly and get weird this Valentine’s Day with us for Weird Love Tales #1!

WEIRD LOVE TALES #1
Written by REX OGLE, RICH DOUEK, COLLIN KELLY, JACKSON LANZING, RAM V, STEPHANIE PHILLIPS, DEVIN GRAYSON, and others
Art by GERARDO RONCEL, CHRISTIAN DUCE, PHIL HESTER, ANDE PARKS, JON SOMMARIVA, ROGER ROBINSON, and others
Cover by YANICK PAQUETTE
Variant cover by AMANDA CONNER
$9.99 US | 80 pages | One-shot | Perfect bound
ON SALE 2/8/22

Ahbhh! Can you smell that? Love is in the air again, and we’re here to warm your heart and brighten your soul with eight timeless tales of... weird love? Sorry, hold on, I just need to read that again. Yup, that says weird love. Well, all right. Looks like we’ve got stories of a love as old as Jurassic time on Dinosaur Island, a bromance between Peacemaker and his eagle sidekick Eagly, and a first date you never saw coming. Oh wow, these really do sound sweet and heartwarming! So c’mon, let your freak flag fly and get weird this Valentine’s Day with us for Weird Love Tales #1!

BATMAN VOL. 5: FEAR STATE
Written by JAMES TYNION IV
Art by JORGE JIMENEZ and BENGAL
Cover by JORGE JIMENEZ
$24.99 US | 160 pages | Hardcover
ON SALE 3/15/22

The Batman: The Joker War creative team of James Tynion IV and Jorge Jimenez continue their epic run with Gotham City on the brink of a violent evolutionary path and the danger level to Batman and his allies reaching a fever pitch! The Magistrate now has full support from the mayor to handle high-level law enforcement in Gotham and has branded the Dark Knight public enemy number one. Batman must also contend with the return of the Scarecrow, who pursues his own terrifying agenda as he takes this chaotic moment to launch his Fear State!
Are you ready to rumble? After learning of the deadly League of Lazarus tournament, Damian Wayne has a new mission: to win the tournament and prove he is the greatest fighter in the DCU—but first he must find the secret island where it takes place! Presenting a brand-new solo Robin series for the son of Batman that forces him to find his own path away from both sides of his family! Who is the mysterious Flatline? Why does Mother Soul take such a keen interest in the son of Batman? Did Robin just literally get his heart ripped out of his chest in the first 30 pages? This volume collects Robin #1-6 and a special prelude story from Batman #106 and Detective Comics #1034.
The creative team behind *Green Lantern: Legacy* brings back Tai Pham in the action-packed sequel we've been waiting for!

It's only been a few months since Green Lantern Tai Pham inherited his ring from his Bà and defeated his nemesis, Xander Griffin. But Tai knows their last battle was only the beginning, and even though no one believes him, Tai is determined to prove that Xander is up to his old tricks again.

When a string of fires start popping up around Coast City, Tai finds himself stretched thin as he struggles to keep up with school, training, working at the store, and following Xander's trail. That is, until a new hero, Kid Flash, shows up on the scene with an offer to help. Can the heroes find the arsonist before it's too late?

Written by MINH LÊ
Art and cover by ANDIE TONG

$9.99 US | 144 pages | 5-1/2" x 8" | Softcover

ISBN: 978-1-77950-380-0

ON SALE 4/26/22

GREEN LANTERN: ALLIANCE

*Art in Progress*
DEATH: THE DELUXE EDITION

Offered again! From the pages of Newbery Medal winner Neil Gaiman’s The Sandman comes fan-favorite character Death in a deluxe hardcover edition collecting her solo adventures! This volume features Death: The High Cost of Living and Death: The Time of Your Life, plus all of her other key appearances throughout the Sandman Universe.

Written by NEIL GAIMAN
Art by CHRIS BACHALO, MARK BUCKINGHAM, and others
Cover by DAVE McKEAN
$29.99 US | 320 pages | 7 1/16” x 10 7/8” | Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-77951-518-6
ON SALE 4/5/22

THE PERFECT COMPANION TO THE AUDIBLE AUDIO BOOKS AND THE UPCOMING THE SANDMAN NETFLIX SERIES!

MILESTONES IN HISTORY

Celebrate Black History Month the Milestone way, as the superpowered citizens of Dakota (including Static, Icon, Rocket, Hardware, and more) narrate the true stories of Black trailblazers from across human history! Witness the military campaigns of Hannibal and the Queen of Sheba, the literary accomplishments of Alexandre Dumas, the World War One dogfights of Eugene Bullard against the legendary Red Baron, and many, many more, all written and drawn by a who’s-who of comics and literary talent!

Written by REGINALD HUDLIN, ALICE RANDALL, TOURE, MICHAEL HARRIOT, and more
Art by VARIOUS
Cover by CHRISCROSS
Variant cover by DOUG BRAITHWAITE
$9.99 US | 96 pages | Prestige Format | One-shot
ON SALE 2/15/22

THE FIRST BLACK HISTORY MONTH SPECIAL OF THE NEW MILESTONE ERA!
THE FIRST COLLECTION OF THE CRITICALLY-ACCLAIMED MILESTONE UNIVERSE RELAUNCH!

You’ve been waiting for his comeback for nearly a decade—and at long last, the most famous face of the Milestone Universe has made his shocking return!

Bullied nerd Virgil Hawkins wasn’t the kind of kid you’d normally find on the streets at the protest—but like everyone else in the city of Dakota, he was fed up. Unfortunately, the first time he stood up to raise his voice, the world turned upside-down. The experimental tear gas released that day left some of his classmates maimed or dead… but it left Virgil, and others, with stunning new abilities. Virgil has power inside him now—real power, the ability to channel and manipulate electromagnetic fields—but there’s anger burning inside him, too. What is he supposed to do about all of this? And first and foremost—what is he supposed to do about his bullies, now that they’ve got super-powers too?

Written by VITA AYALA and REGINALD HUDLIN
Art by NIKOLAS DRAFTER-IVEY, CHRISCROSS, DENYS COWAN, and others
Cover by KHARY RANDOLPH
$29.99 US | 200 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Hardcover
ON SALE 2/22/22

You’re not imagining it. Luke Fox is your new Batwing!

Son of Wayne Enterprises tech guru Lucius Fox, young Luke Fox is brilliant, brave, and rebellious—and now, he’s the newest member of Batman, Inc.! When the original Batwing walks away from hero fighting, the Dark Knight recruits Luke to take up the mantle as a global representative in the war on crime. His assignments as the Batman’s newest agent will take him from Africa to Italy to a side of Gotham City that he’s never imagined.

Written by JIMMY PALMIOTTI and JUSTIN GRAY
Art by EDUARDO PANSICA, JULIO FERREIRA, and others
Cover by MIKE McKONE
$29.99 US | 384 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Softcover
ON SALE 2/15/22

Scott Free wants nothing more than to leave Apokolips for planet Earth, and he knows exactly how to do it. But his plan never involved falling in love with the head of the Female Furies, Big Barda—the one person tasked with ensuring he never escapes. From Varian Johnson, the author of the Coretta Scott King Author Honor book The Parker Inheritance, and Afrofuturist artist Daniel Isles (a.k.a. DirtyRobot) comes the story of an escape plan that will take a miracle to pull off. Luckily for Scott, everyone calls him Mister Miracle. Okay, no one calls him that… yet.

Written by VARIAN JOHNSON
Art and cover by DANIEL ISLES
$16.99 US | 208 pages | 6” x 9” | Softcover
ON SALE 1/18/22

Stories of personal experiences, unheard voices, and social revolution.

New voices present relevant, topical visions of social change and personal histories, some true-to-life while others are semi-fictionalized accounts of real experiences. All have one thing in common—innovative styles and compelling stories which examine how our culture builds understanding, tracing society’s arc toward justice as we evolve in pursuit of a more just and compassionate world. Includes talent spotlights.

Written by CHRISTIAN COOPER, JESSE HOLLAND, REGINE SAWYER, NADIRA JAMERSON, TARA ROBERTS, DOMINIQUE “DOMO” STANTON, ONYERACHI AKAOLONU, N. STEPHEN HARRIS, JUSTIN ELLIS, FREDERICK JOSEPH, GABE ELTAEB, DON HUDSON, and TONY AKINS
Art by ALITHA MARTINEZ, DOUG BRAITHWAITE, ERIC BATTLE, TRAVEL FOREMAN, KERON GRANT, GABE ELTAEB, JOY TURNBULL, and others
Cover by DARRAN ROBINSON
$24.99 US | 168 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-77953-410-6
ON SALE 2/1/22

You’ve been waiting for his comeback for nearly a decade—and at long last, the most famous face of the Milestone Universe has made his shocking return!

Bullied nerd Virgil Hawkins wasn’t the kind of kid you’d normally find on the streets at the protest—but like everyone else in the city of Dakota, he was fed up. Unfortunately, the first time he stood up to raise his voice, the world turned upside-down. The experimental tear gas released that day left some of his classmates maimed or dead… but it left Virgil, and others, with stunning new abilities. Virgil has power inside him now—real power, the ability to channel and manipulate electromagnetic fields—but there’s anger burning inside him, too. What is he supposed to do about all of this? And first and foremost—what is he supposed to do about his bullies, now that they’ve got super-powers too?

Written by VITA AYALA and REGINALD HUDLIN
Art by NIKOLAS DRAFTER-IVEY, CHRISCROSS, DENYS COWAN, and others
Cover by KHARY RANDOLPH
$29.99 US | 200 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Hardcover
ON SALE 2/22/22

You’re not imagining it. Luke Fox is your new Batwing!

Son of Wayne Enterprises tech guru Lucius Fox, young Luke Fox is brilliant, brave, and rebellious—and now, he’s the newest member of Batman, Inc.! When the original Batwing walks away from hero fighting, the Dark Knight recruits Luke to take up the mantle as a global representative in the war on crime. His assignments as the Batman’s newest agent will take him from Africa to Italy to a side of Gotham City that he’s never imagined.

Written by JIMMY PALMIOTTI and JUSTIN GRAY
Art by EDUARDO PANSICA, JULIO FERREIRA, and others
Cover by MIKE McKONE
$29.99 US | 384 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Softcover
ON SALE 2/15/22

Scott Free wants nothing more than to leave Apokolips for planet Earth, and he knows exactly how to do it. But his plan never involved falling in love with the head of the Female Furies, Big Barda—the one person tasked with ensuring he never escapes. From Varian Johnson, the author of the Coretta Scott King Author Honor book The Parker Inheritance, and Afrofuturist artist Daniel Isles (a.k.a. DirtyRobot) comes the story of an escape plan that will take a miracle to pull off. Luckily for Scott, everyone calls him Mister Miracle. Okay, no one calls him that… yet.

Written by VARIAN JOHNSON
Art and cover by DANIEL ISLES
$16.99 US | 208 pages | 6” x 9” | Softcover
ON SALE 1/18/22

Stories of personal experiences, unheard voices, and social revolution.

New voices present relevant, topical visions of social change and personal histories, some true-to-life while others are semi-fictionalized accounts of real experiences. All have one thing in common—innovative styles and compelling stories which examine how our culture builds understanding, tracing society’s arc toward justice as we evolve in pursuit of a more just and compassionate world. Includes talent spotlights.

Written by CHRISTIAN COOPER, JESSE HOLLAND, REGINE SAWYER, NADIRA JAMERSON, TARA ROBERTS, DOMINIQUE “DOMO” STANTON, ONYERACHI AKAOLONU, N. STEPHEN HARRIS, JUSTIN ELLIS, FREDERICK JOSEPH, GABE ELTAEB, DON HUDSON, and TONY AKINS
Art by ALITHA MARTIN, DOUG BRAITHWAITE, ERIC BATTLE, TRAVEL FOREMAN, KERON GRANT, GABE ELTAEB, JOY TURNBULL, and others
Cover by DARRAN ROBINSON
$24.99 US | 168 pages | 6 5/8” x 10 3/16” | Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-77953-410-6
ON SALE 2/1/22
The terrifying debut of the tie-in to The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It begins here, with a story that’s bursting at the seams with clues about the Conjuring’s latest villainess...Meet Jessica. Jessica just returned to her freshman year of college after winter break, bringing with her the anxieties of last semester’s poor grades, the awkwardness of facing a boy she wishes she’d never slept with, and an undeniably unnerving feeling of being watched. She soon comes to realize that something evil made her its target, and it will not rest until it has her in its unholy grip. But why did this sinister presence set its sights on a seemingly normal college freshman? Read this nerve-racking tale, creepily crafted by Conjuring 2 and The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It screenwriter David L. Johnson-McGoldrick and Rex Ogle with heart-stopping art from Garry Brown and chill-inducing covers by Bill Sienkiewicz, to find out! Featuring backup stories from the famed artifact room by some of comics best and creepiest creators! Collecting issues 1-5.

written by David L. Johnson-McGoldrick, Rex Ogle, Scott Snyder, Che Grayson, Tim Seely, Ray Fawkes, and Domo Stanton
art by Garry Brown, Dave Johnson, Denys Cowan, Juan Ferreyra, Kelley Jones, Christopher Mitten, and Domo Stanton
cover by Bill Sienkiewicz

$24.99 US | 136 pages | 6 5/8" x 10 3/16" | Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-77951-508-7
ON SALE 3/8/22

AQUAMAN: THE BECOMING #6
Superman has become a force to be reckoned with inside Warworld’s arena, and Mongul questions his decision to keep his enemies alive. As Superman’s new Phaelosian ally Kryl-Ux teaches him new ways to fight without powers, he starts to win Mongul over to his cause...but someone within his inner circle feels their allegiance tested. Meanwhile, the Leone Nightbreed uses his talents to find the missing members of the Authority.

written by Phillip Kennedy Johnson and Shawn Aldridge
art by Ricardo SOUSA and Adriana Melo
cover by Daniel Sampere
variant cover by Alex Ross
black history month variant by Alexis Franklin
ON SALE 2/22/22

ACTION COMICS #1040
Superman has become a force to be reckoned with inside Warworld’s arena, and Mongul questions his decision to keep his enemies alive. As Superman’s new Phaelosian ally Kryl-Ux teaches him new ways to fight without powers, he starts to win Mongul over to his cause...but someone within his inner circle feels their allegiance tested. Meanwhile, the Leone Nightbreed uses his talents to find the missing members of the Authority.

written by Phillip Kennedy Johnson and Shawn Aldridge
art by Ricardo SOUSA and Adriana Melo
cover by Daniel Sampere
variant cover by Alex Ross
black history month variant by Alexis Franklin
ON SALE 2/22/22

AQUAMAN/CYBERFISH - DEEP TARGET #5
Bang! Zoom! To the moon?! After finding themselves stranded on the moon, Aquaman and Green Arrow must get back to Earth. The problem is that this isn’t the Earth...either of them remember! Scorpions has once again altered the timeline to resemble something a little more...Jurassic?!

written by Brandon Thomas
art by Diego Olortegui and Wade Von Grawbadger
cover by David Talaski
variant cover by Khary Randolph
ON SALE 2/22/22

ARKHAM CITY: THE ORDER OF THE WORLD #5
Like layers of skin peeled back by madness, Dr. Joy finally comes face to face with the absolute, gaping maw of the one true order of the world. With only the fires of Azrael and Detective Stone’s hatred lighting the way, what chance do our poor Arkhamites have at survival as they descend into that which lies beneath all things? Join us for the penultimate chapter of Arkham City: The Order of the World and see the truth for yourself.

written by Dan Watters
art by Dani
cover by Sam Wolfe Connelly
variant cover by Derrick Chew
ON SALE 2/1/22

Like layers of skin peeled back by madness, Dr. Joy finally comes face to face with the absolute, gaping maw of the one true order of the world. With only the fires of Azrael and Detective Stone’s hatred lighting the way, what chance do our poor Arkhamites have at survival as they descend into that which lies beneath all things? Join us for the penultimate chapter of Arkham City: The Order of the World and see the truth for yourself.

written by Dan Watters
art by Dani
cover by Sam Wolfe Connelly
variant cover by Derrick Chew
ON SALE 2/1/22

Like layers of skin peeled back by madness, Dr. Joy finally comes face to face with the absolute, gaping maw of the one true order of the world. With only the fires of Azrael and Detective Stone’s hatred lighting the way, what chance do our poor Arkhamites have at survival as they descend into that which lies beneath all things? Join us for the penultimate chapter of Arkham City: The Order of the World and see the truth for yourself.

written by Dan Watters
art by Dani
cover by Sam Wolfe Connelly
variant cover by Derrick Chew
ON SALE 2/1/22

Like layers of skin peeled back by madness, Dr. Joy finally comes face to face with the absolute, gaping maw of the one true order of the world. With only the fires of Azrael and Detective Stone’s hatred lighting the way, what chance do our poor Arkhamites have at survival as they descend into that which lies beneath all things? Join us for the penultimate chapter of Arkham City: The Order of the World and see the truth for yourself.

written by Dan Watters
art by Dani
cover by Sam Wolfe Connelly
variant cover by Derrick Chew
ON SALE 2/1/22
The Batgirls' investigation leads them to believe new street artist Tutor is responsible for putting innocent Gothamites under trance, using his murals and then stealing their staff. Luckily for them, Tutor is hosting an underground art show at the old Fisherman's Wharf, so Babs and the Batgirls go undercover as attendees, on the Batgirls come to help round up the art thief before the end of the strange con. And to make matters worse, Babs bumps into Tutor's ex at the event! Oof!

Batgirl's investigation leads them to believe new street artist Tutor is responsible for putting innocent Gothamites under trance, using his murals and then stealing their staff. Luckily for them, Tutor is hosting an underground art show at the old Fisherman's Wharf, so Babs and the Batgirls go undercover as attendees, on the Batgirls come to help round up the art thief before the end of the strange con. And to make matters worse, Babs bumps into Tutor's ex at the event! Oof!

Bruce Wayne's journey toward becoming the Dark Knight has begun, and he has many hard lessons to learn before his education is complete. His adventure begins in the City of Lights, Paris, where he'll train with a world-renowned cat burglar and come into contact with a horrifying serial killer stalking the city's wealthy elite…

The crossover event concludes with the cat vs. cat that they from the true power in Black Manta's possession, Batman and Bigby must race across Gotham to put an end to a plan that's already playing out all over the world. But when they arrive, Black Manta has somehow found the strength necessary to take on Batman…a fight he'll have to manage on his own, as Bigby goes up against a surprising foe from Fabletown!

Don't miss this action-packed issue that proves this cat can fight!

The Batmobile investigation leads them to believe new street artist Tutor is responsible for putting innocent Gothamites under trance, using his murals and then stealing their staff. Luckily for them, Tutor is hosting an underground art show at the old Fisherman's Wharf, so Babs and the Batgirls go undercover as attendees, on the Batgirls come to help round up the art thief before the end of the strange con. And to make matters worse, Babs bumps into Tutor's ex at the event! Oof!

Batgirl's investigation leads them to believe new street artist Tutor is responsible for putting innocent Gothamites under trance, using his murals and then stealing their staff. Luckily for them, Tutor is hosting an underground art show at the old Fisherman's Wharf, so Babs and the Batgirls go undercover as attendees, on the Batgirls come to help round up the art thief before the end of the strange con. And to make matters worse, Babs bumps into Tutor's ex at the event! Oof!

Bruce Wayne's journey toward becoming the Dark Knight has begun, and he has many hard lessons to learn before his education is complete. His adventure begins in the City of Lights, Paris, where he'll train with a world-renowned cat burglar and come into contact with a horrifying serial killer stalking the city's wealthy elite…
**NOT FINAL COVER.**

**VARIANT #6**

makes a move that will have repercussions for the entire series continues!

Hal Jordan! Will the vampiric Green Lantern be too much for the Dark Knight? Will the future of the world is at stake as a battle to the death ensues between Batman and...

DC VS. VAMPIRES #5

The arrival of the Els by spaceship 19 years earlier was a pivotal moment for the galaxy. They shaped the future of our planet and united the different species that were its inhabitants. But...who are they really? Where did they come from? And what catastrophic event triggered everything that was to follow?

DC HORROR PRESENTS: SOUL PLUMBER #5

Interspecies wars, powerful social media personalities, and ancient covenants assassins, oh my! The web gets wilder as the deadly and the bizarre converge around Edgar Wiggins in real Plunger’s penultimate chapter!

FUTURE STATE: GOTHAM #10

Jason Todd, AKA Peacekeeper Red, and Hunter Panic are helpless to do anything but watch as the new Batman battles his greatest enemy for the first time! Meanwhile, the secret villain who has been the mastermind behind everything since the beginning of Future State: Gotham makes a move that will have repercussions for the entire Bat-Family!

GREEN LANTERN #11

Not even the combined power of the ex-Green Lanterns, Jo民办，and the United Planets can stop the Anti-Guardian! Will John Stewart arrive in time to defeat the threat, and do his new powers even stand a chance? The battle for the fate of the Green Lantern corps and the entire universe hangs in the balance in the penultimate issues of the “Last Lanterns!” arc!

**ON SALE 2/1/22**


**ON SALE 2/22/22**


**ON SALE 2/8/22**


**ON SALE 2/22/22**

**ON SALE 2/3/22**


**ON SALE 2/8/22**

THE HUMAN TARGET #5
Christopher Chance, a.k.a. the Human Target, will be dead in a few days, but nothing will stop him from solving his own murder. His investigation into the JLI intensifies, and he sets his sights on the Martian Manhunter…but what piece does J’onn J’onzz add to the puzzle?

Written by YOUNG KANG
Art and cover by GREG SMALLWOOD
Variant cover by BEN OLIVER
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 1:25 Variant cover by JORGE FORNÉS
ON SALE 2/22/22

JUSTICE LEAGUE INCARNATE #4
Doctor Multiverse discovers there’s a threat greater than Darkseid in the Justice League Incarnate’s only option to work with the Lord of Apokolips? Meanwhile, on Earth-7, Orion and Aquawoman lead the rest of the team to gain control of the Oblivion Engine! But Incarnate’s only option to work with the Lord of Apokolips? Meanwhile, on Earth-7, Orion and Aquawoman lead the rest of the team to gain control of the Oblivion Engine! But

Written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS
Art by MARIOLKA LUPACHINICHI and WAIDE VON GRABWODGER
Cover by NANCY HOYT and NATHAN HUBBARD
Variant cover by Wylie HOYT
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 1:25 Variant cover by GREG SMALLWOOD
ON SALE 2/15/22

JUSTICE LEAGUE VS THE LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #2
"The Gold Lantern Saga" part two! The Justice League and Legion of Super-Heroes team up to navigate the remade world of chaos. All the heroes must come together to save what’s left of the world they have dedicated their lives to protecting. But has Doctor Fate gone bad? Oh no, he has.

Written by JOSHUA WILLAMSON and DENNIS CULVER
Art by JUAN DE DEUS and WADE VON GRABWODGER
Variant cover by JOSUHA WILLAMSON
1:25 variant cover by DARRYL BANKS
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 5 of 7 US Variant (Card Stock)
ON SALE 2/8/22

NIGHTWING #89
Superman/Green Arrow crossover! Years ago when Robin took his first uncertain steps away from Batman as his own hero, Superman stepped in and offered Dick Grayson crucial advice, support, and a name: Nightwing. Now it’s time for Nightwing to return the favor.

Written by TOM TAYLOR
Art and cover by GABRIEL LIPPENCOTT and MARK DUKES
1:25 variant cover by JUNJI BA
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 5 of 6 US Variant (Card Stock)
ON SALE 2/8/22

ONE-STAR SQUADRON #3
Things just keep getting worse for Red Tornado as he’s called in to face his most ferocious foe yet…the Board! This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean the end of Heroz4U. Now, as the company’s stock plummets, our hero questions why he got into the lifesaving business to begin with. This group of money-hungry investors are willing to do just about anything to turn a profit, and that could mean

Written by BRIAN MCBRIDE
Art and cover by STEVE LIEBER
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 2 of 6 US Variant (Card Stock)
ON SALE 2/1/22

PENNYWORTH #7
From the moment Alfred first set eyes on Giza’s Pharaoh, he knew he would serve a woman scorned by Man’s World? Plus, a look into Nubia’s past gives us a preview of her future!

Written by BRIAN MCBRIDE
Art by JUNI BA
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 5 of 7 US Variant (Card Stock)
ON SALE 2/1/22

WHEN THE SKY FELL, THE JUSTICE LEAGUE WERE没有什么可做的是...
REFRIGERATOR FULL OF HEADS #4
Now that Cal and Abbie’s secret is out to the deadly crime biker gang roaming Brody Island for the magical axe in their possession, the heads are truly rolling... and if they plan to get out alive, they’re going to need an ally—someone who knows exactly what that axe can do! Someone like, for example, June Branch? Unfortunately, June is a little... tied up at the moment...

ROBINS #4
The Robin trinity is split when the League of Lazarus tournament! Damian, Dick, and Connor’s missions are threatened by a series of violent attacks from the mysterious SKP Tech. With their lives on the line, the former sidekicks are on the warpath, determined to stop the SKP Tech... but will they be in time?

ROBIN #11
Tied up at the moment…
that axe can do! Someone like, for example, June Branch? Unfortunately, June is a little... tied up at the moment...

ON SALE 2/15/22
Variant cover by
Art and cover by
Written by
ROBINS

SCOOPY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU! #114
The Coolsville police station is being haunted by a monstrous mobster and his ghostly goons! Is it a cover for a jailbreak? A distraction to keep the police too busy to stop a daring crime elsewhere in the city? Or could the mobster be real? It’s up to Scooby and the gang to unravel the clues and crack the mystery—that is, if they can ever get out of the cell they’ve accidentally locked themselves in!

ON SALE 2/22/22
$2.99 US | 32 pages
Art by
Written by
SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU?

SUICIDE SQUAD #12
The Squad has their hands full with the marvel that is Earth-8, and soon learns that this “marvel” was actually just a decoy for Waller’s real Suicide Squad. If they’re going to get off Earth-8, they’ll have to get through a whole other brand of the presenter! And just as Flag is about to take down Waller once and for all, he’s betrayed by a double agent in his ranks!

ON SALE 2/8/22
Variant cover by
Cover by
Art by
Written by
SUICIDE SQUAD

SUPERGIRL: WOMAN OF TOMORROW #8
Kara’s fate revealed! As Supergirl continues her battle against the Brigands, Ruthye squares off against this most vile villain in hopes of avenging her father and completing their mission. Will Justice be served—or both accounts? Or will our heroes (and villains) have more to learn?

ON SALE 2/15/22
$3.99 US | 32 pages | 8 of 8 | $4.99 US Variant (Card Stock)
Variant cover by
Cover by
Art by
Written by
SUPERGIRL: WOMAN OF TOMORROW

SUPERMAN: SON OF KAL-EL #8
Henry Bandito’s plans for ultimate control threaten every superhero on Earth. And, in trying to stand against the dictator of Gamorra, Superman makes himself a target of business and world leaders. He issearched by too many as a force that must be stopped. How much can even a Man of Steel stand against before he bends?

ON SALE 2/8/22
Variant cover by
Cover by
Art by
Written by
SUICIDE SQUAD: KING SHARK
TARIS FORCE #5

Hacker Ncursor goes after a zombie. Taunt? No, who are I kidding…everyone’s going to get eaten by a zombie. It’s always a trick question when Two-Face is involved… and Harvey’s role in this whole zombie Suicide Squad thing jibes to this a Suicide Squad equally is a whole lot worse than you think it is. Or maybe not. I don’t know you. What are you still reading this solicit for? Get out there and read Task Force 2!

SPANK THING: GREEN HELL #2

Alec Holland has been summoned back to the land of the living by the decrepit John Constantine himself, which is quite the surprise to the Parliament of Trees. In exchange for a peaceful eternity within the Green, he was to stay out of their affairs. With lives at risk, Alec refuses, but his conviction comes at a cost—if Alec dies in this stolen life, defending the last vestiges of humanity… he’s gone for good!

THE JOKER #12

There are dark, veiled secrets in the world, and then there are the secrets held by the infamous Sampson family on their compound down in Texas. Jim Gordon is about to enter a hell he never imagined to see… The Joker!

Punchline: Backup—The trial of Punchline goes volatile as the Royal Flash-Gang makes their biggest and most wicked move in Gotham Ever. Punchline’s endgame is here!
WONDER WOMAN #784

WONDER WOMAN returns to the cutting board! As our hero seeks to stop the Image Maker, this warrior reveals her true intentions! But is she friend or foe? If Diana wants to save the world, she’s going to need all the allies she can get! Then, in our backup story, a plot to overthrow the ThemysciranAmazonswomen is about to be hatched! Diana plans to resume her rightful place among the Amazons.

 Written by Robby Reed
Art by Carlos Pacheco
Cover by FCO Plascencia
VARIANT COVER BY DAVID FINCH
ON SALE 2/8/22
$4.99 | 40 PAGES
$5.99 US Variant (Card stock)
 Variant cover by David Finch

GOTHAM CENTRAL OMNIBUS

Offered again! Grizzled police veteran Harvey Bullock, Captain Maggie Sawyer, Detective Renee Montoya, and the rest of the GCPD are the law force that stands between order and complete anarchy in Gotham City. In this modern crime noir, Gotham’s Finest work around the clock to not only keep the world’s most dangerous criminals off the streets…but also to clean up the mess left behind by Batman’s vigilantism. Collects the full 40-issue series.

 Written by Ed Brubaker and Greg Rucka
Art by Michael Lark
Cover and variant cover by Michael Lark
ON SALE 2/15/22

HELLBLAZER: RISE AND FALL

From Tom Taylor, the writer of the smash-hit Superman: Son of Kal-El, and Darick Robertson, the co-creator of The Boys and recent Newst随后, the multi-dimensional adventures of the Super Sons reach a climactic crescendo! The sun of Batman and the sun of Superman are back in the spotlight and ready to give the world a good spanking. A mysterious entity comes to the planet; he appears to be the 52nd’s favorite son, and he arrives heralds certain doom (that’s a hint, everyone) for things to come! It’s a time-travelling adventure that calls our favorite super-sons as the saviors of the Justice League—battle’s the name of your game, both past and present keep up along the way!

 Written by Peter J. Tomasi
Art by Darick Robertson, Jorge Corona, and Darrick Stanley
Cover by Jorge Jimenez
ON SALE 3/29/22

CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER SONS

The boys are back! Picking up where the sensational Adventures of the Super Sons left off, Superman: Son of Kal-El, and Darick Robertson, the co-creator of The Boys and recent creators of The Boys, and the multi-dimensional adventures of the Super Sons are back, but now with a twist! With deaths afoot, and Detective Aisha Bukhari is stumped—until she’s visited by John Constantine, who’s found the link to a moment in his and Aisha’s misspent youth. But even if this is his fault, will Constantine lift a finger to stop it? Collects Hellblazer: Rise and Fall #1-3.

 Written by Tom Taylor
Art by Darick Robertson
ON SALE 4/26/2022

ABSOLUTE MULTIVERSITY

Grant Morrison’s masterpiece is now collected in an exercise Absolutes format! Join DC heroes from 52 alternate Earths as they band together to battle a menace that spans the entire Multiverse. Featuring artwork by Ivan Reis (Justice League), Frank Quitely (All-Star Superman, Jim Lee (Superman), and many others, this volume collects all the issues from the Multiversity series, including the director’s cut editions, plus loads of extras!

 Written by Grant Morrison
Art by Ivan Reis, Frank Quitely, Jim Lee, and others
Cover by Ivan Reis
Variant cover by DC artists
ON SALE 7/19/22
$99.99 US | 620 PAGES
8 1/8” x 12 1/4” | Hardcover

ON SALE 4/12/22

WORLD OF KRYPTON #3

As evidence of Krypton’s environmental precarity mounts, the ruling council fights even harder to hide behind the myth of utopia. But a refusal to confront the problem is truly a refusal to attempt a solution! Zod is determined to force their hands and turns their to clean up the mess left behind by Batman’s vigilantism. Collects the full 40-issue series.

 Written by Becky Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and VITA AYALA
Art by Becki Cloonan, Michael W. Conrad, and VITA AYALA
Cover by Terry Dodson and Rachel Dodson
ON SALE 2/1/22
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES
3 of 6 | Variant $4.99 US (Card stock)

Written by Tom Taylor
Art by Darick Robertson, Jorge Corona, and Darrick Stanley
Cover by Jorge Jimenez
ON SALE 3/29/22

ON SALE 2/1/22

$3.99 US | 32 PAGES
3 of 6 | $4.99 US Variant (Card stock)

Variant cover by DC artists

ON SALE 2/12/22

$99.99 US | 968 PAGES
7 1/4” x 10 7/8” | Hardcover

Art and cover by Darick Robertson
Written by Darick Robertson
ON SALE 4/26/2022
ISBN: 978-1-77951-521-6

ON SALE 4/26/2022
ISBN: 978-1-77951-510-0

ON SALE 4/12/22

ON SALE 3/29/22

ON SALE 2/15/22

ON SALE 4/26/2022
ISBN: 978-1-77951-521-6

ON SALE 3/29/22
ISBN: 978-1-77951-521-6

ON SALE 4/26/2022
ISBN: 978-1-77951-521-6
LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES FIVE YEARS LATER OMNIBUS VOL. 2

Picking up right after the first volume, this second omnibus edition shows an older, wiser Legion teaming up with their younger counterparts to protect what’s left of humanity after the destruction of Earth. The stakes have never been higher as Zero Hour approaches.


**THE QUESTION BY DENNIS O’NEIL AND DENYS COWAN VOL. 1**

In the corrupt, crime-ridden Hub City, investigative reporter Vic Sage strives to tell his viewers the truth—and faceless philosophical hero the Question uncovers what Sage cannot. But with deadly assassins and political intrigue to contend with, can one man make a difference? Collects stories from *The Question* #1-22, *Green Arrow Annual* #1, *The Question Annual* #1, and *Detective Comics Annual* #1.

**NEW TEEN TITANS VOL. 13**

Marv Wolfman’s legendary run on *The New Teen Titans* continues in this collection of late ’80s adventures. In this volume, the teens join forces with Infinity, Inc., and must clear the name of a teammate who is framed for murder! Collects *The New Teen Titans* #32-40, *The New Teen Titans Annual* #1, and *Infinity, Inc.* #40.

**NEW GODS BOOK TWO: ADVENT OF DARKNESS**

Yuga Khan, the original ruler of Apokolips, returns! After deposing Darkseid and leaving a trail of destruction in his wake, Khan is intent on resuming his quest for the secret of the Source. Can Orion and the New Gods stop him before darkness engulfs the universe?


**JOHN CONSTANTINE, HELLBLAZER VOL. 26: THE CURSE OF THE CONSTANTINES**

The series conclusion sends Constantine on a mission to find his long-lost nephew! Plus, what’s the mystery behind the Suicide Bridge and what would the future be like if Constantine gave up magic? Find out in *John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 26: The Curse of the Constantines*, collecting *Hellblazer* #292-300, *Hellblazer Annual* #1, and *Hellblazer Special: Bad Blood* #1-4.

**WONDER WOMAN: AGENT OF PEACE VOL. 2**

Wonder Woman soars into new adventures in *Wonder Woman: Agent of Peace* Vol. 2. Collecting chapters 12-21 of the digital series, the Amazon Princess leaps into action around the globe. Whether it is teaming up with Zatanna on the Las Vegas Strip or working with The Cheetah to take down poachers in Africa, Wonder Woman never wavers in her quest for peace!
### COMICS

**Available Tuesday, February 1, 2022**
- Arkham City: The Order of the World #5
- Batman #120
- Dark Knights of Steel #4
- DC Horror Presents: Soul Plumber #5
- Detective Comics #1051
- Green Lantern #11
- Justice League Incarnate #4
- Monkey Prince #1
- One-Star Squadron #3
- Suicide Squad #12
- The Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox #7
- World of Krypton #3

**Available Tuesday, February 8, 2022**
- Batgirls #3
- Batman: Urban Legends #12
- Black Manta #6
- Detective Comics #1052
- Future State: Gotham #10
- I Am Batman #6
- Justice League vs. The Legion of Super-Heroes #2
- Pennyworth #7
- Suicide Squad: Blaze #1
- Superman: Son of Kal-El #8
- The Batman & Scooby-Doo Mysteries #11
- The Joker #12
- Titans United #6
- Weird Love Tales #1
- Wonder Woman #784

**Available Tuesday, February 15, 2022**
- Aquaman: The Becoming #6
- Batman vs. Bigby: A Wolf in Gotham #6
- Batman: The Knight #2
- Blue & Gold #7
- Catwoman #40
- Detective Comics #1053
- Justice League #73
- Milestones in History #1
- Nightwing #89
- Nubia & the Amazons #5
- Refrigerator Full of Heads #4
- Robins #4
- Scooby-Doo, Where Are You! #114
- Suicide Squad: King Shark #6
- Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #8
- The Flash #779
- Wonder Woman: Evolution #4

**Available Tuesday, February 22, 2022**
- Action Comics #1040
- Aquaman/Green Arrow - Deep Target #5
- Aquamen #1
- DC vs. Vampires #5
- Deathstroke Inc. #5
- Detective Comics #1054
- Harley Quinn #12
- Robin #1
- Swamp Thing: Green Hell #2
- Task Force Z #5
- Teen Titans Academy #12
- The Human Target #5
- The New Champion of Shazam! #1

### COLLECTED EDITION BOOKS

**Available Tuesday, March 8, 2022**
- DC Horror Presents: The Conjuring: The Lover
- New Teen Titans Vol. 13

**Available Tuesday, March 15, 2022**
- Batman Vol. 5: Fear State
- John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 26: The Curse of the Constantines
- Robin Vol. 1: The Lazarus Tournament
- The Batman’s Grave: The Complete Collection

**Available Tuesday, March 22, 2022**
- New Gods Book Two: Adventure of Darkness
- Wonder Woman: Agent of Peace Vol. 2

**Available Tuesday, March 29, 2022**
- Challenge of the Super Sons

**Available Tuesday, April 5, 2022**

**Available Tuesday, April 12, 2022**
- Gotham Central Omnibus (2022 Edition)
- Legion of Super-Heroes Five Years Later Omnibus Vol. 2

**Available Tuesday, April 19, 2022**
- Hellblazer: Rise and Fall
- The Question by Dennis O’Neill and Denys Cowan Vol. 1

**Available Tuesday, July 19, 2022**
- Absolute Multiversity

### ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVELS

**Available Tuesday, April 26, 2022**
- Green Lantern: Alliance

---

**VARIANT COVERS CODE KEY**

1. One Variant Cover
2. Two Variant Covers
3. Three Variant Covers
4. Four Variant Covers

**TO SEE IMAGES OF ALL THE VARIANT COVERS NOT FEATURED IN THIS CATALOG GO TO:**
LUNARDISTRIBUTION.COM/HOME/MEDIA

---
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